This note improves, in two respects, the results of §3.6 of my paper The hyper surface cross ratio. 1 There it is shown that the number c n of independent hypersurface cross ratios that can be formed of 2n forms in n variables is 2 for n~ 2, 5 for w = 3, and 14 for n = 4. The proof employs the relations between cross ratios obtained by some simple permutations of the forms; let R be the set of these relations. It is remarked that the cross ratios of 2n -1 forms in n variables, and of In -1 forms in n -1 variables, are connected by the same relations as the cross ratios of In forms in n variables, as far as these are consequences of the relations R, a "perhaps void restriction." We now prove that c n s =C2n,n/(n+l) 1 and that the restriction is in fact void, so that a complete knowledge of the relations between the cross ratios of 2n-l forms, of 2n forms, and of 2w+l forms in n variables Is obtained.
1. The main theorem. 1.1. Let F be a function of n arguments (variables, points, polymonials) that is (1) almost symmetric (F becomes F or -F for every permutation of the arguments), and (2) such that the C 2n ,n functions of any n from among 2n arguments an, 012, #21, ^22, • • • i dnh #n2 are independent. We then define the function ratio of the n pairs of arguments, in the given order, as G = II-F(#iri> • * • , 0nr tt ) p , where p = ( -l)^-f/ , and the product extends over the 2 n possible systems m, • • • , r n . We shall prove: The number of independent function ratios that can be formed of In arguments is C2n,n/(n+l) .
Obviously, the relations between the function ratios do not depend on the particular function, except possibly for the influence of the factor -1 affixed to F and hence to G.
1.2. Further, the same number and relations are obtained in two more cases: one of the arguments is allowed to be a symbol p or q, defined as follows. For a symbol p } every F involving p is ±1, and independence is only supposed to hold for the C2n-i,n functions of any n from among the remaining 2n -1 arguments. For a symbol g, again every F involving g is ±1, while in every other factor F of a function ratio, the argument paired with q in the definition of that function ratio is omitted (and possibly replaced by a factor -1) ; here F is a function of w -l arguments, and the Can-i.n-i functions of any n -1 from among the 2# -1 non-symbolic arguments are supposed to be independent.
1.3. In particular, the function F may be the resultant of n forms in n variables, or the intersection of n general hypersurfaces in the projective w-space over an algebraically closed field, for forms and hypersurfaces of a sufficiently high degree (if a symbol q occurs, replace every nby n -1). That in these cases the resultants (and the intersections, considered as resultants with an additional linear form) are independent, will be shown separately. (1) and (2) there belongs, to every division of the arguments in pairs, essentially one function ratio. (3) If two arguments of one pair and a third argument are permuted cyclically, then the product of the three function ratios obtained is easily seen to be ±1, even if one of the arguments is a symbol p or g. It follows that from among the ratios belonging to divisions with n -2 6 In the subsequent note Independence of resultants, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 54 (1948) pp. 360-365. fixed pairs, any one is determined by the two others.
1.5. Let the arguments be represented by 2n points on a circle. A division D in pairs is then symbolized by n chords. It has a number c of crossings (pairs of chords intersecting within the circle). Choose two chords P and Q forming a crossing and express the function ratio of D by the function ratios of the other divisions D f and D" with the same remaining n -2 chords. A chord of D that crosses P and Q crosses either both new chords P' and Q f of D f or neither of them; a chord that crosses just one of P and Q crosses exactly one of P' and Q\ and a chord that crosses neither P nor Q crosses neither P' nor Ö'. Hence the function ratio of D can be expressed by the function ratios of divisions with numbers c' and c" of crossings, less (by an odd number) than c, and ultimately by the function ratios of divisions with no crossing. It remains to be shown that the number of these divisions is C2n,n/(#+l), and that their function ratios are independent.
1.6. The independence of the function ratios belonging to divisions with c = 0 follows from the independence of the functions F t if we show that these function ratios can be so arranged that each involves a function F that occurs in none of the preceding function ratios.
Let 1, • • • , 2n be the points in their order on the circle. Arrange the sets of n numbers, and the corresponding functions F, lexicographically. Among the functions forming a given function ratio there is a last one involving the greater number of every pair. Now arrange the function ratios with c = 0 according to their last function; it then remains to verify that each of them is determined by its last function.
For a given F, let k be the first point involved. In a division whose last function is F, k must be paired with a smaller number, and k -1 with a greater number. Hence if c = 0, then k -1 and k must be paired. Omit both, and repeat the procedure.
A symbol p or q should be denoted by 1. The point paired with q remains till the end of the procedure.
Of the N=(2n)\/n\2
n divisions of 2n points on a circle into n pairs, N-2 n /(n+l)l -C2n,n/(n+l) are without crossing. For let the number of divisions without crossings be c n . We wish to express c n +i by Ci, • • • , c n . Let A be one of the 2n+2 points. The point A must be paired with a point B for which the number of points on either arc AB is even. If the arcs bear 2j and 2k points, besides A and jB, then j+k~n, and there are CjCh divisions without crossings containing the pair AB (put Co = £i = l). Hence we have the recursion formula c n +i -^CjCk* It follows that the series 6 y = ^c n x n satisfies 6 The series is convergent until #'=0, that is, for |*| <l/4=lim£ n An+i Ö n 2.1 for \x\ <(/-l) l~l /l l )t but we need it only for formal operations.
.n-i^V^ so that ^n = C2n,n/(w+l) = C2n+i,n/(2w + l). For large values of n we have
n n-* l2 TTl l 2 .
1.8. The same recursion formula holds also for the number c n of partitions of a convex polygon of n+2 sides, by non-intersecting diagonals, into triangles. Indeed, a fixed side of a polygon of n+3 sides belongs, in a partition as required, to a certain triangle; after choosing the triangle there remain two polygons of j+2 and k+2 sides, with j+k=n, to be divided in the same manner. Herej = 0, • • • • , n> Co = 1. Hence, the value of c n is again C2 n ,n/(n+l). There is no natural one-to-one correspondence between the partitions of a polygon and the divisions with no crossings. For the latter, the numbers of types of congruent or symmetric divisions begin with 1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 6, 12, 25, • • • and are ~c n /4:n. Congruence and symmetry are defined for an equally divided circle. The circle itself is determined by the set of all partitions with no crossing. Indeed, for every pair on the circumference there are (w -l) 2 pairs that appear together with the given pair in at least one partition, while for a pair that separates 2j from 2k points, j+k -n -l, the corresponding number is j 2 +k 2 <(n-l) 2 . 1.9. The recursion formula holds also for the number c n of different products of n+\ factors, in a given order, in a non-associative multiplication: every product of n+2 terms is obtained by multiplying a product of j'+l and a product of k + l factors, with j+k~n, i = 0,
• • • , n, co = l. Hence again c n~C 2 n ,n/(n+l). 10 For/= 2, this is a second (less elementary) proof for the evaluation of 1.7.
2.2. The same recursion formula is obtained for the number of partitions of a convex polygon of w = (/ -l)w+2 sides, by non-intersecting diagonals, into polygons of Z+l sides (polygons with other values of m cannot be so divided). To see this choose, for a fixed side, the adjacent partial polygon, and proceed as before.
Yet, though it might seem so at first sight, c n is not connected with the number of independent generalized function ratios of the form
The latter number is, even for a fixed division into /-tuples, equal to the number of independent ordinary function ratios. Indeed, every generalized function ratio can without difficulty be expressed as a product of powers of ordinary function ratios, and vice versa. 2.3. If the In points on the circle are denoted in order by 1, • • • ,/w, then every division without crossing may again be uniquely represented by its last term : the set N comprising the greatest number in every /-tuple. As in the case of / = 2, the smallest number of N forms an /-tuple together with the k-l-1 preceding numbers of the complementary set M, and so on.
Not every set N of n numbers from among 1, • • • , In is the last set of a division without crossing, for the procedure of omitting the smallest number of N, together with its predecessors, cannot always be repeated until no number is left. This can be done if and only if k times the number n(t) of numbers belonging to N y from among 1, • • • , / (t^ln)y is not more than the number m{t) of numbers belonging to the set M of the kn numbers outside N. The number c n can, therefore, be interpreted as the number of possibilities for a candidate M in an election, who ultimately obtains k times as many votes as his adversary N, to have, during the whole time of the counting, at least k times as many votes as N. Since 1, • • • , In con-tains Cin,n sets of n numbers, the probability of "perpetual preponderance" is Cn/Cin.n -l/(kn+l).
If an additional number 0 is prefixed and M (getting kn+1 of ln+1 votes) is required always to have more than k times as many votes as N f the probability is Cn/Ci n+ i, n = l/(ln+l).
2.4. Generally, for M with m~kn+r and N with n votes, we shall prove the probability of the last-mentioned kind of permanent preponderance to be r/s, where s = m+n = ln-\-r is the total number of votes.
11 This includes a third proof of the special case k =r = 1. For any given arrangement of the votes, let u be the smallest number such that r(t) = m(t)-kn(t)>0 for every t>u. Then r(u) ^0, and the vote u+l belongs to M and adds 1 to r(u). Hence r(«)=0. Changing the arrangement of the first u votes alters neither this fact nor the characteristic property of u. For every fixed u>0 there are k times as many arrangements beginning with a vote for M as there are beginning with one for N. On the other hand, for every arrangement beginning with a vote for N we have u>0. The latter arrangements have the probability n/s, hence there remains for u = 0 the probability
1-n/s-r/s.
For k = 1, the first moment of equality of votes may be considered instead of the last moment, which leads to a fourth proof of 1.7.
2.5. The significance of the value r/s is given by the theorem: Of every s arrangements that are obtained from each other by a cyclic permutation, exactly r show permanent preponderance.
In case not all the s arrangements are different, they fall into periods of different arrangements; every period contains the same number of arrangements with permanent preponderance, so that also r/s of the different arrangements have permanent preponderance.
To prove the theorem (and hence 1.7 for a fifth time), let the votes for M and N be arranged cyclically. Neither a vote v for N nor any of the k preceding votes is the beginning of an arrangement with permanent preponderance. From v go backwards until, on the arc covered, the number of votes for M is k times that for N, which must happen; for example go as long as the number of votes for M is at most k times that for N: when stopping it will be exactly k times. To every vote v for N there belongs such an arc A v of forbidden beginnings; and to every vote for N on A v there belongs an arc contained in A ". Outside the maximal arcs of forbidden beginnings there remain obviously no votes for N and r votes for M. Each of them is good, since the first vote v disturbing the preponderance of M would be for N, and A v would include the given beginning. 12 2.6. It is easy to see (still for s^ln) that if, from an arc A V1 we delete every partial arc A v * 9 v l 'T^V, then there remains only the vote v, together with k votes for M, and that for each of these votes v is the first vote that disturbs preponderance. Since the deleted votes can be divided into groups of / consecutive votes, the probability In/s for non-preponderance is equally distributed among the possible remainders, after division by /, of the number of the first vote that disturbs preponderance:
Of every s^ln arrangements that are obtained from each other by a cyclic permutation there are exactly n for which the number of the first vote disturbing preponderance has a given value mod /.
2.7. Instead of r(t)=zm(t)-kn(t), other functions of two or more non-negative integers m, n, • • • , not all of which are 0, may be required to remain positive. Let the given function be m-f(n), and let pm, n be the corresponding number of possibilities. Obviously (1) pm,n~0 for m^f(n), while for m>f(n), (2) p m , n = l if mn = 0 and (by classification of the possibilities according to the last vote) (3) p m , n == £m,n-i+A»-i,n if ww > 0. (Similar equalities hold for more than two variables.) By (1), (2), (3), p m , n is uniquely defined. There is pm^ -O if ra^/(w')> #'^#, so that ƒ (n) may be supposed to be an increasing function. Subtracting a constant from m, or adding unity to m, we may also suppose ƒ (0) = 0.
The expression g m ,«= C w+W , m (w -kn)/(m+n) = C w+n -i,n-kC m+n -i,m fulfils (3) and g w ,o = 1. For an integer fe, Sfc n ,n = 0, so that the p m , n belonging tof(n) =kn equals q m , n for m^kn, a fourth proof for 2.4 and a seventh proof for 1.7. This proof, the proof in 2.4, and the cycle by putting a 0 = l and, after determination of ai, • • • , a n -i, choosing a n such that g m ,n = 0 for the greatest integer m^f(n). The law for the characteristic sequence of integers a 0 , #1, • • • is not known even for the simplest functions except kn with integral k (and related functions, as max (kn -c, 0) or min (kn, c), c>0). 2.8. Another generalization wanted is the number of mixed partitions, that is, of partitions of a convex polygon by non-intersecting diagonals into polygons of / sides, where I is not restricted to a single value. The simplest case, partition into triangles and quadrangles, has the recursion formula c n +i= ^CjC n -j+ 2^CjCkC n -i-j-k for the number c n of partitions of an (w+2) 
